
 

5 ways to help stop the 'infodemic,' the
increasing misinformation about coronavirus
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Everyone is responsible for slowing the spread of the disease. Every
action counts. This is also the case in the fight against misinformation,
which intrudes on the overabundance of news, mixing facts, rumours and
fake news. The World Health Organization (WHO) has described this
phenomenon as an infodemic.
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https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200202-sitrep-13-ncov-v3.pdf


 

Our research on social media propaganda 

shows that bystander inaction can encourage the proliferation of fake
news. Anyone with access to the internet can contribute to the war on
misinformation; for example, many are already doing so by creating

videos or songs with prevention messages.

As dangerous as the virus

According to the WHO, the COVID-19-related infodemic is just as
dangerous as the virus itself. False preventive measures, such as 
traditional African treatments and fake remedies, like eating garlic,
drinking warm water with lemon slices or adulterated alcohol, hinder the
fight against the illness.

Similarly, conspiracy theories accusing China of manufacturing the virus
, blaming 5G cell towers for spreading the disease or falsely accusing
business magnate Bill Gates of causing the epidemic to sell us a vaccine
may have consequences that go beyond public health.

Such rumours, myths and exaggerated facts fuel new forms of
xenophobia online and offline. Many people of Chinese or East Asian
origin are being insulted, assaulted or denied services. Religious,
minority and elite groups are being blamed online for its spread.

Feeding confusion

Internet users who share memes, videos or photos that make fun of the
virus, even without any harmful intent, also risk spreading
misinformation. There is a danger of fuelling panic and confusion in the
population. People no longer know who to trust and become more
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https://spectrum.library.concordia.ca/983399/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ymMuCtowLk
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/virus/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-52544187
http://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/437608/Alcohol-and-COVID-19-what-you-need-to-know.pdf
https://www.theguardian.pe.ca/news/world/china-lab-rejects-COVID-19-conspiracy-claims-but-virus-origins-still-a-mystery-442901/
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/conspiracy-theorists-burn-5g-towers-claiming-link-to-virus-1.4905039
https://www.forbes.com/sites/brucelee/2020/04/19/bill-gates-is-now-a-target-of-COVID-19-coronavirus-conspiracy-theories/#4902858f6227
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/20/us/coronavirus-racist-attacks-against-asian-americans/index.html
https://www.poynter.org/reporting-editing/2020/COVID-19-infodemic-exacerbates-existing-religious-and-racial-prejudices/
https://www.poynter.org/reporting-editing/2020/COVID-19-infodemic-exacerbates-existing-religious-and-racial-prejudices/
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52490430


 

vulnerable to manipulation and cybercrime.

Another source of confusion is Beijing's attitude. Western governments,
led by German Chancellor Angela Merkel, have questioned the Chinese
government about the origins of the virus and the real extent of the
pandemic in China. Despite Beijing's denials of hiding anything, the 
disappearance of Chinese whistleblowers is fuelling speculation, whether
it is true or not.

Countering misinformation

Several measures have been put in place to curb the circulation of fake
news.

Asian countries did not hesitate to enforce criminal prosecutions related
to the COVID-19 infodemic.

In Québec, fact-checking services such as the Rumour Detector are
available to the public. The WHO uses its existing network called EPI-
WIN to track down misinformation in several languages. It also asks
technology giants to filter out false news and promote information from
credible sources.

Google removes misleading information about COVID-19 from
YouTube, Google Maps, its development platforms such as Play, and in
advertisements. Twitter checks, among other things, accounts that are
credible sources of information about COVID-19 and monitors
conversations to ensure that the keywords searched for on the virus
provide access to reliable information.

The WHO has also launched a health alert on WhatsApp and a chatbot
on Facebook Messenger to provide accurate information about the virus.
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https://cyber.gc.ca/en/news/staying-cyber-healthy-during-COVID-19-isolation
https://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/the-more-transparent-china-is-on-COVID-19-the-better-for-all-merkel/story-aAaB3S5HY04pJDkQ4qc0FJ.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/17/china-denies-cover-up-as-wuhan-coronavirus-deaths-revised-up-50
https://www.businessinsider.com/china-coronavirus-whistleblowers-speak-out-vanish-2020-2
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/how-to-fight-the-COVID-19-infodemic-lessons-from-3-asian-countries/
http://www.scientifique-en-chef.gouv.qc.ca/en/dossiers/chercheurs-et-sphere-publique/detecteur-de-rumeurs/
https://www.who.int/teams/risk-communication
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https://medicalxpress.com/tags/information/
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The United Nations is sparing no effort either in tackling misinformation
and cyber-frauders who exploit the crisis. The United Nations
Development Program supports the #CoronaVirusFacts Alliance, which
brings together more than 100 fact-checkers from over 45 countries in
the International Fact-Checking Network.

Protect yourself

The infodemic is as real as COVID-19. As with the virus, we must take
every precaution to protect ourselves and our loved ones. If it is not
stopped quickly, fake news shared on social media quickly becomes viral
and can influence a large number of users.

An invisible virus, which sometimes causes no symptoms, is difficult to
control. While physical distancing, hygienic measures and the wearing of
masks currently seem to be the best means of limiting the spread of
COVID-19, vigilance is also one of the best ways of eradicating false
and fake news.

First of all, it only takes a few clicks to detect false information. Second,
to obtain credible information, several resources exist. The COVID-19
Poynter resources, the COVID-19 Alert on Google, the Coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) in Québec website offered by the Government of
Québec and the WHO online information platform are examples of sites
to consult as needed.

Remaining critical when overwhelmed by an immeasurable amount of
information from thousands of sources is a great challenge. People may
wonder how they can play a meaningful role when even multinational
corporations and governments are unable to mitigate the scope of the
infodemic.
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https://www.un.org/en/un-coronavirus-communications-team/un-tackling-%E2%80%98infodemic%E2%80%99-misinformation-and-cybercrime-COVID-19
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Reducing the spread

Fact-checking and rational debate are essential to combat the
COVID-19-related infodemic, but these strategies can have adverse
effects.

A study on the Zika virus showed that attempts to flush out
misinformation did not reduce misconceptions about the virus, but rather
reduced people's confidence in the accuracy of WHO's epidemic
information. One of the reasons given is that some people cling to
simplistic explanations rather than deciphering complex information in a
chaotic environment, where little factual information is available on the
sources of the new threat and how to protect against it.

But acting against misinformation in the infodemic is everyone's
responsibility. Without trying to demystify every piece of false news, we
can always reduce its scope. Here are five measures to prevent the
spread of misinformation:

1. Be critical when you look at social media.
2. Don't leave false information in your online networks. You can

politely ask the person who shared it to remove it.
3. Report the false information to the platform administrators.
4. When in doubt, take the time to verify the shared information.
5. Make more noise than people who share false information.

With these simple gestures, and by often sharing credible information,
you and your network will be less exposed to the dangers of the
infodemic.

Social media users are spending more time online than ever before. It is
imperative that they do their part to stop the spread of false and fake
news, which will likely continue to proliferate even beyond the end of
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this containment.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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